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By Zoey Derrick

Zoey Derrick Publishing. Paperback. Condition: New. 322 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x
0.8in.Everything in Cameron Enders life feels like a dream since she took a trip to a remote island
where she met Tristan Michaels, Hollywoods hottest man. Tristan never imagined that his get-away
vacation would change his life and his heart. But everything isnt perfect in paradise once Cameron
and Tristan return to Phoenix. When Cami discovers a dark secret, her dream becomes a living
nightmare. She slips back into old habits, turning to alcohol to hide her pain. As the woman he loves
becomes more a stranger by the day, Tristans world is rocked again. Hes a helpless witness to Camis
self-destructive cycle - until she pushes too far, testing the limits of his love. Their love is far from
perfect, but he will stop at nothing, chasing it all until she has everything she deserves. Camis
withdrawal could strengthen or destroy everything she hopes to have with Tristan. Can Cami trust
him enough to give him everything or will she cling to her secrets and their pain, tearing them apart
forever Content Warning Contains Hot Steamy Sex between two Tattooed, Pierced and Fierce Main
Characters and...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook will never be straightforward to get started on looking at but really fun to read. It is amongst the most incredible publication i have got read
through. I realized this pdf from my i and dad encouraged this publication to learn.
-- Mr s. Anya  K a utz er-- Mr s. Anya  K a utz er

Basically no terms to explain. I have read and so i am certain that i will gonna go through once again once more in the future. I realized this ebook from
my dad and i encouraged this book to discover.
-- For est Little-- For est Little
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